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Abstract 

A large amount of work has been done on the randomness of the digits

which are used to distinguish good from not

Sampling and simulation are the vital areas in statistics. In both of these areas random sample is the basic requirement to 

arrive at correct decision. To draw random sample, lots of methods ranging from lottery method to computer based random 

number generation are readily available. The digits 

generator (RNG) can be easily and rapidly

which first 5,00,000 digits of Pi (π) were divided into various

by using Chi-square test goodness of fit. A statistical analysis of the first 5,00,000 digits of Pi (

to examine, in close detail, the degree of randomness in the fr

therein. Frequency counts were done for single digits within blocks of 5000; 10,000 and 20,000 of digits of Pi (

Calculation of the various statistical quantities shows that the sets of digits

of perfect randomness. 
 

Keywords: Frequency test, random number generator, Pi (
 

Introduction 

Randomness testing or evaluating the quality of different 

pseudorandom number generators (PRNG) is becoming more 

crucial for satisfying the safety of conveyance. Use of random 

number was very critical; it was very difficult to generate a 

random number in exercise. Random number generators which 

generate numbers belong to entirely random sequences of need. 

In view of that, study needs to introduce few methods to identify 

the efficiency of random number generator. Whereas, there were 

different definitions for randomness and also different tools and 

criteria to assess the randomness of a generator

popular technique for this purpose is the use of appropriate 

statistical tests for testing random sequence. The nature of a 

statistical test was statistical analysis of a random number. The 

purpose of generating random number has certain methods 

such few statistical techniques were available

common method for statistical analysis of these random number 

was chi-square test for goodness of fit and the run 

were also a number of individual tests
4,15,16

statistical techniques were available to identify the sequence of 

random number. To study randomness of a generator normally 

maximum numbers were considered for its testing of sequence 

and it is necessary that it should pass the test of random 

sequence. It is also stated that pass or fail of a random sequence 

under any statistical testing does not mean that given sequence 

is random or nor. Though it was statistical methods which show 

the behavior of the data which can pass the test. Whereas, Run 
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has been done on the randomness of the digits of Pi (π) with various statistical tests of randomness 

which are used to distinguish good from not-so-good random number generators when applied to the digits of Pi (

eas in statistics. In both of these areas random sample is the basic requirement to 

arrive at correct decision. To draw random sample, lots of methods ranging from lottery method to computer based random 

number generation are readily available. The digits of Pi (π) have to pass the tests as well as from the good random number 

generator (RNG) can be easily and rapidly generate in the computer. I have made an interesting study in the statement in 

) were divided into various consecutive blocks and each block was tested for randomness 

square test goodness of fit. A statistical analysis of the first 5,00,000 digits of Pi (π) was carried out with a view 

to examine, in close detail, the degree of randomness in the frequency and in the order of appearance of the various digits 

done for single digits within blocks of 5000; 10,000 and 20,000 of digits of Pi (

Calculation of the various statistical quantities shows that the sets of digits under analysis confirm closely to the hypothesis 

requency test, random number generator, Pi (π), Chi-square. 

Randomness testing or evaluating the quality of different 

pseudorandom number generators (PRNG) is becoming more 

crucial for satisfying the safety of conveyance. Use of random 

number was very critical; it was very difficult to generate a 

xercise. Random number generators which 

generate numbers belong to entirely random sequences of need. 

In view of that, study needs to introduce few methods to identify 

the efficiency of random number generator. Whereas, there were 

randomness and also different tools and 

generator
1-4

. The most 

popular technique for this purpose is the use of appropriate 

statistical tests for testing random sequence. The nature of a 

statistical test was statistical analysis of a random number. The 

purpose of generating random number has certain methods for 

available
5-7

. The very 

common method for statistical analysis of these random number 

square test for goodness of fit and the run test
8-14

. There 
4,15,16

. The different 

tatistical techniques were available to identify the sequence of 

random number. To study randomness of a generator normally 

maximum numbers were considered for its testing of sequence 

and it is necessary that it should pass the test of random 

is also stated that pass or fail of a random sequence 

under any statistical testing does not mean that given sequence 

is random or nor. Though it was statistical methods which show 

the behavior of the data which can pass the test. Whereas, Run 

test is one of the most powerful statistical test for testing the 

random sequence of random number 

 

In connection with application of Monte Carlo methods to 

different problems in mathematical physics and the generating 

of random samples in the purpose of statistics there appear a 

need for the so-called random digits. The quick improvement 

was made in these fields of consideration the demand has more 

considerably during recent years. Accordingly, number of 

standard sets of such digits have been created and were being 

put to repeated use by researcher busy 

 

In this paper, the randomness of digits of Pi

blocks in entirely random sequence was measure and was 

analyzed through statistical software. Accordingly, a correct 

technique for calculating the randomness chi

goodness of fit results was presented for vario

for digits of Pi (π). 

 

Frequency Test: First of all the 5,00,000 digits of Pi (

considered as divided into 100; 50 and 25 consecutive blocks of 

5,000; 10,000 and 20,000 each respectively. These blocks were 

taken to identify the randomness among the digits of Pi (

different block sizes. Because as the size of blocks increases 

non-random patches was observed. The frequencies (fi) with 

which the different digits i (i=0, 1,…..,9) noticeable in these 

blocks were noted. To save space, the actual values of these 

frequencies are not being given here. However, it was listed in 
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statistical tests of randomness 

good random number generators when applied to the digits of Pi (π). 

eas in statistics. In both of these areas random sample is the basic requirement to 

arrive at correct decision. To draw random sample, lots of methods ranging from lottery method to computer based random 

) have to pass the tests as well as from the good random number 

generate in the computer. I have made an interesting study in the statement in 

was tested for randomness 

π) was carried out with a view 

equency and in the order of appearance of the various digits 

done for single digits within blocks of 5000; 10,000 and 20,000 of digits of Pi (π). 

under analysis confirm closely to the hypothesis 

of the most powerful statistical test for testing the 

random sequence of random number generator
8,12

. 

In connection with application of Monte Carlo methods to 

different problems in mathematical physics and the generating 

of random samples in the purpose of statistics there appear a 

called random digits. The quick improvement 

se fields of consideration the demand has more 

considerably during recent years. Accordingly, number of 

standard sets of such digits have been created and were being 

put to repeated use by researcher busy in this fields
17

. 

digits of Pi(π) among certain 

blocks in entirely random sequence was measure and was 

analyzed through statistical software. Accordingly, a correct 

technique for calculating the randomness chi-square test for 

goodness of fit results was presented for various sizes of blocks 

First of all the 5,00,000 digits of Pi (π)were 

considered as divided into 100; 50 and 25 consecutive blocks of 

5,000; 10,000 and 20,000 each respectively. These blocks were 

domness among the digits of Pi (π) with 

different block sizes. Because as the size of blocks increases 

random patches was observed. The frequencies (fi) with 

which the different digits i (i=0, 1,…..,9) noticeable in these 

ce, the actual values of these 

frequencies are not being given here. However, it was listed in 
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Table-1, Table-2 and Table-3 the values of the chi square 

statistics (χ
2
), calculated (on the basis of the hypothesis of 

perfect randomness) for each one of the 100; 50 and 25 

consecutive blocks and the corresponding probabilities (P) for 

nine (9) degrees of freedom. Table-1 shows that the values of P 

was significant in the case of the 5
th

, 11
th

, 43
th

, 53
th

, 83
th

, 92
th
 

and 100
th

 blocks for the size of 5,000 digits of Pi (π). In Table-2, 

27
th

 block was highly significant; in both these cases the 

deviations of the actual frequencies from the expected ones 

were too high. Moreover, of all the blocks it was for the 8
th
 

block of Table-1, 28
th

 block of Table-2 and 23
rd

 block of Table-

3 shows that the overall statistical deviations are the lowest and 

therefore the statistical P-value was high. The degree of non-

randomness present in this block may not, however, remain 

tolerable in a more important approach of these digits for 

instance, if the rejection levels are at 5% and 95% confidence 

interval. 

 

Objectives: i. To Study of randomness among the first 5,00,000 

digits of Pi (π). ii. To Study of randomness among the digits of 

Pi (π) within various size of blocks of 5,000; 10,000 and 20,000.

 

Table-1: Values of the χ
2 

statistic and the corresponding probabilities as obtained by applying the first tests to the 100 consecutive 

blocks of 5,000 digits each. 

Block 

No. 

Frequency Test 
Block 

No. 

Frequency Test 
Block 

No. 

Frequency Test 
Block 

No. 

Frequency Test 

χ
2  

(9 d.f.) 
P 

χ
2  

(9 d.f.) 
P 

χ
2  

(9 d.f.) 
P 

χ
2  

(9 d.f.) 
P 

1 10.768 0.292 26 10.188 0.335 51 4.188 0.899 76 10.284 0.328 

2 7.440 0.591 27 9.700 0.375 52 3.624 0.934 77 3.880 0.919 

3 6.808 0.657 28 8.720 0.464 53* 17.964 0.036 78 9.872 0.361 

4 4.900 0.843 29 8.344 0.500 54 12.108 0.207 79 7.284 0.608 

5* 19.156 0.024 30 3.448 0.944 55 12.520 0.186 80 3.996 0.912 

6 5.768 0.763 31 3.920 0.917 56 4.908 0.842 81 7.768 0.558 

7 9.752 0.371 32 5.688 0.771 57 5.216 0.815 82 10.936 0.280 

8 1.032 0.999 33 13.924 0.125 58 7.484 0.587 83* 17.916 0.036 

9 8.540 0.481 34 5.500 0.789 59 6.924 0.645 84 3.516 0.940 

10 3.944 0.915 35 5.012 0.833 60 4.564 0.871 85 10.056 0.346 

11* 17.896 0.036 36 5.832 0.757 61 3.064 0.962 86 4.700 0.860 

12 4.888 0.844 37 5.252 0.812 62 3.836 0.922 87 5.984 0.742 

13 11.236 0.260 38 4.984 0.836 63 5.672 0.772 88 4.004 0.911 

14 4.664 0.863 39 10.524 0.310 64 2.968 0.966 89 11.564 0.239 

15 8.208 0.513 40 8.164 0.518 65 10.556 0.307 90 4.532 0.873 

16 7.284 0.608 41 9.992 0.351 66 4.600 0.868 91 3.192 0.956 

17 8.072 0.527 42 11.048 0.272 67 6.372 0.702 92* 17.244 0.045 

18 3.660 0.932 43* 20.220 0.017 68 11.592 0.237 93 6.600 0.679 

19 9.332 0.407 44 13.088 0.159 69 3.444 0.944 94 10.204 0.334 

20 5.476 0.791 45 7.932 0.541 70 12.092 0.208 95 15.632 0.075 

21 7.708 0.564 46 7.004 0.637 71 10.656 0.300 96 2.352 0.985 

22 4.736 0.857 47 5.412 0.797 72 7.716 0.563 97 13.904 0.126 

23 5.288 0.809 48 13.032 0.161 73 9.368 0.404 98 5.724 0.767 

24 8.888 0.448 49 3.756 0.927 74 9.076 0.430 99 9.320 0.408 

25 5.632 0.776 50 16.236 0.062 75 4.228 0.896 100* 20.456 0.015 

*Blocks that fail the frequency test. 
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Table-2: Values of the χ
2 

statistic and the corresponding probabilities as obtained by applying the first tests to the 50 consecutive 

blocks of 10,000 digits each. 

Block 

No. 

Frequency Test 
Block 

No. 

Frequency Test 
Block 

No. 

Frequency Test 
Block 

No. 

Frequency Test 

χ
2  

(9 d.f.) 
P 

χ
2  

(9 d.f.) 
P 

χ
2  

(9 d.f.) 
P 

χ
2  

(9 d.f.) 
P 

1 9.318 0.408 14 12.088 0.208 27* 23.696 0.005 40 7.128 0.624 

2 5.272 0.810 15 5.570 0.782 28 2.786 0.972 41 7.966 0.538 

3 14.430 0.108 16 3.100 0.960 29 4.986 0.836 42 6.324 0.707 

4 6.196 0.720 17 9.584 0.385 30 9.206 0.418 43 7.188 0.618 

5 3.538 0.939 18 2.410 0.983 31 3.260 0.953 44 4.014 0.910 

6 6.584 0.680 19 4.592 0.868 32 3.746 0.927 45 6.818 0.656 

7 10.222 0.333 20 15.216 0.085 33 3.720 0.929 46 7.944 0.540 

8 11.826 0.223 21 9.496 0.393 34 5.894 0.750 47 7.904 0.544 

9 8.308 0.503 22 6.006 0.739 35 9.984 0.352 48 8.224 0.512 

10 8.580 0.477 23 3.294 0.951 36 9.840 0.364 49 12.834 0.170 

11 7.780 0.556 24 9.358 0.405 37 6.518 0.687 50 10.830 0.288 

12 3.968 0.914 25 8.922 0.445 38 8.210 0.513    

13 9.220 0.417 26 5.278 0.809 39 4.920 0.841    

* Blocks that fail the frequency test. 

 

Table-3: Values of the χ
2
 statistic and the corresponding probabilities as obtained by applying the first tests to the 25 consecutive 

blocks of 20,000 digits each. 

Block No. 
Frequency Test 

Block No. 
Frequency Test 

Block No. 
Frequency Test 

χ
2 
(9 d.f.) P χ

2 
(9 d.f.) P χ

2 
(9 d.f.) P 

1 7.740 0.561 10 12.788 0.172 19 8.523 0.482 

2 11.514 0.242 11 8.998 0.437 20 8.099 0.524 

3 3.157 0.958 12 7.942 0.540 21 5.037 0.831 

4 8.397 0.495 13 7.865 0.548 22 6.696 0.669 

5 5.410 0.797 14 13.457 0.143 23 1.305 0.998 

6 8.513 0.483 15 8.289 0.505 24 10.596 0.304 

7 15.144 0.087 16 3.633 0.934 25 15.895 0.069 

8 3.351 0.949 17 6.192 0.721    

9 4.749 0.856 18 15.217 0.085    
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Methodology 

Study Design: A descriptive analytical study was carried out. 

 

Study Setting: The current study was carried out in 

Maharashtra University of Health Sciences, Nashik, 

Maharashtra, India from July2016 to January 2017. 

 

Statistical Analysis: From website
18

 first 5,00,000 digits of 

Pi(π) were taken for this study. The blocks of 5,000; 10,000 and 

20,000 were made with the help computer program. The data 

was analyzed using SPSS version 17.0 statistical package. Chi-

square test was used to study the randomness among the digits 

of Pi (π) and assessed the statistical significance of the 

differences noticed. 

 

Results and discussion 

It was clear from Table-1 that the P-value for the 5
th

, 11
th

, 43
th

, 

53
th

, 83
th

, 92
th

 and 100
th

 blocks was significant and leads to their 

rejection outright. In fact, these blocks, too, when taken singly, 

may not be considered as sufficiently suitable for a practical 

application. It is essential to first dilute them with a number of 

neighboring blocks before they can be considered fit for 

practical purposes. 

 

Next, this study test to the 50 consecutive blocks of 10,000 

digits each. The results obtained through a statistical test χ
2
 

analysis were given in Table-2. The 27
th

 block was highly 

significant that fails the frequency test. As first sight it appears 

quite significant that a block of as many as 10,000 digits should 

fail to comply with requirements of randomness.  

 

After that, study applied to test to the 25 consecutive blocks of 

20,000 digits each. The results obtained through a statistical test 

χ
2
 analysis are given in Table-3. There was no block who fails 

frequency test. However, the result was hardly surprising 

because in an infinitely large set of digits, non-random patches 

of this, or ever a much larger size were quite expected, although 

the set on the whole may confirm to the hypothesis of 

randomness.  

 

Discussion: The current analysis has been carried out mostly in 

blocks of 5,000; 10,000 and 20,000 digits of Pi (π)each with a 

vision to find ‘patches’, if any of that suffer from lack of 

randomness. In comparing the actual class frequencies with the 

ones expected on the basis of the hypothesis of perfect 

randomness, the χ
2 

test for goodness of fit has been applied; the 

rejection level, follows to the Kendall and Smith
19

 have been 

retain at 1% and 99% confidence interval. 

 

Conclusion 

In this paper, the randomness of blocks, for a first 5,00,000 

digits of Pi (π) were analyzed. Chi square tests for goodness of 

fit were used for testing the random sequence within different 

blocks. This study highlighted chi-square tests for goodness of 

fit based on the probability distribution function to study 

randomness among the first 5,00,000 digits of Pi(π) within 

different sizes of blocks. It was observed that this test seems to 

be very difficult to pass the randomness of digits within blocks. 

Using the proper combination of digits of Pi (π), study found 

randomness in digits of Pi (π) within defined blocks. But 

simultaneously it was also found that, within few blocks a digit 

of Pi does not follow the characteristics of randomness. The 

result of this study was hardly surprising because in an infinitely 

large set of digits, non-random patches of this, or ever a much 

larger size were quite expected, although the set on the whole 

may confirm to the hypothesis of randomness. 

 

Recommendation: The study had some limitation, as digits of 

Pi (π) were used for this study was limited. The blocks were 

made in multiple of thousands to study randomness among the 

digits of Pi (π). Further studies, will be carry out by using large 

no. of digits of Pi (π) and with a different size of blocks. It will 

help to study more regarding randomness among patches of 

larger size of the blocks of the digits of Pi (π). 
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